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Marine radars
ARPA Radar
JMA-7100 SeriesFast image flow thanks to the 3 high-speed processors.
Integrates 4 trail length modes, to instantly show ship's course. A wide
dynamic range receive allows to overcome unwanted signals, thus
maintaining constant level of clutter suppression
Black Box Radar
JMA-5200Mk2 series
Black Box Radar JMA- 5200Mk2 (with ATA option)
The JMA-5200Mk2 incorporates three processors, which allows
for fast operation and improved differentiation of noise and
targets under sea clutter. The radar system overcomes different
sources of unwanted signals, maintaining a constant level of
overall visible clutter. Optional TT (Target Tracking) function
module with up to 30 targets, and or AIS interface, plotter
control unit can be built in.
JMA-5300Mk2 series
Black Box Radar JMA- 5300Mk2 (with ATA option)
The JMA-5300Mk2 incorporates three processors,which allows
for fast operation and improved differentiation of noise and
targets under sea clutter. The radar system overcomes different
sources of unwanted signals, maintaining a constant level of
overall visible clutter. Optional TT (Target Tracking) function
module with up to 100 targets, and or AIS interface, plotter
control unit can be built in.
Chart Radar
JMA-900B seriesThe product combines radar technology and ECDIS. It is
equipped with 3 high-speed processors for better image rotation.
JMA-900B Series integrates 4 trail length modes allowing to show ship's
course instantly. The device indicates AIS target symbols and information
allowing for safe and effective navigation.
Multifunction Colour Radar
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JMA-5100 seriesThe product has 4 unit configuration: Processor,
keyboard, Display and Antenna. The screen can be vertical or horizontal
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and can have Flush-mount or Console-mount installation. The JMA-5100
integrates Radar System Data, Tracked Target Message and Own Ship
Data output directly to the PC.
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